The problems induced by rugged topography in seismic data processing has attracted geophysicist's more and more attention in recent years. Some approaches about the S/N ratio, static correction, wave-equation datuming , stack and migration have achieved in order to attenuate the effect of the rugged surface. But there are still some problems needed to be further researched, such as seismic numerical modeling. By the means of seismic numerical modeling, we can investigate the wave generation and propagation in detail and obtain numerical seismic gathers or section for validation of seismic data processing and seismic data interpretation. In this paper, we employ the finite element method based on hybrid element technique and develop a boundary condition and a corner condition to simulate the acoustic wave propagation numerically. The hybrid element technique uses both of the triangular and rectangular elements to dissect the computational area with rugged surface and extend the mass and stiffness matrices of triangular element to those of rectangular element in form for computational unity. In order to eliminate the boundary reflection on the boundary and at corner better, we introduce a boundary condition which contains a parameter, the incident angle, and develop a corner condition which considers both of the up or down going wave and left or right going wave. Very encouraging results have been obtained on theoretical and real models .
Introduction
In some land exploration areas, the rugged surface and variation of physical properties in near surface can cause a dramatic quality deterioration of the seismic data. Random noise, linear noise and scattering wave interference induced by rugged topography make it more difficult to improve the quality of stack and migration. The classical assumptions of reflection seismology such as planar surface, surface consistency, stable and continuous refractor and hyperbolic travel time of primary are violated in this case, and all the issues such as S/N ratio, dynamic correction and static correction are in a tangle . Fortunately some approaches have been developed to attenuate the effect of the rugged surface. Fu, L.(1999) gave a method to remove rugged-topography scattering effects in surface seismic data. Wiggins, S. M. etc (1997) discussed the topography effect in tomographic inversion . Bevc, D.(1997) gave a wave-equation datuming approach to flood the topography. Maclean, G. etc (1996) discussed the migration issue when the crooked line and rough topography exist. However, all this methods need to be validated by means of synthetic records. Even if the research is performed on synthetic record ,it is necessary to validate by other synthetic records which are generated by other numerical methods. Furthermore, we need to recognize the issue features by analyzing seismic numerical modeling results before we solve the issue. Numerical modeling is one of the useful tools in seismic acquisition planning, seismic data processing, seismic data interpretation, oil and gas development and production, No matter what the models are, we must consider the factors such as control equation, numerical method , boundary condition and should make tradeoff between the computer resource, computational cost and computational accuracy. In recent years, numerical modeling including rugged surface becomes one of the most concerned in seismic modeling.
Some numerical method such as finite difference method ( Hestholm, S. and Ruud, B., 1998) , Chebyshev spectral method (Tessmer, E., and Kosloff, D., 1994) and boundary integral equation method ( Gaffet, S., and Bouchon, M., 1989 ) have been applied successfully. In this paper, we employ 2D acoustic wave equation and the finite element method (FEM) (Chen,K.,1984) , as FEM can deal with the complex interface geometry , free-surface boundary and strong impedance contrast neatly. Considering both of the computational accuracy and computational time cost, we develop the so-called hybrid element technique which uses both of the triangular and rectangular element for dissection and calculation . It can handle the rugged surface easily and retain the computational efficiency. In order to attenuate the boundary reflection in the presence of rugged topography and suit for both of point source and line source in modeling, we give a new boundary condition and corner condition. the first one contains a angle parameter and can vary according to computation need (Benxi ke,1992) ,and the second one considers the match problem between the up or down going wave and left or right going wave. Based on the techniques above-mentioned, we successfully solve the issue of 2D acoustic wave modeling including rugged topography.
The hybrid element technique
In finite element method, firstly we transform the initial and boundary value problem of the acoustic wave equation to a variational problem or weak formulation. Then, the finite element discretization is performed in the physical region of interest. At last, we obtain the finite element formula by solving the discrete variational problem. In general, every finite element contains identic node number for computational convenience. In order to reduce the computational cost, we often use rectangular element in seismic numerical modeling. However , the rectangular Finite element acoustic wave modeling element can deteriorate accuracy when the rugged surface exists. So we must solve this issue by some robust approaches. Here, we present a hybrid element technique. Considering a geological model, we dissect its structure model by triangular and rectangular element (Figure 1 ), Then we extend the mass and stiffness matrices of triangular element to those of rectangular element in form (Figure 2) . Fig. 1 Comparison between the rectangular element and hybrid element dissection Fig. 2 Demonstration of stiffness matrix extension , the bright blue color represents 0. After hybrid element dissection and matrices consistency processing , we obtain the finite element formula including rugged surface as follows:
Where the M,K are system mass and stiffness matrices , U and F are the displacement and the source-load column vectors . The time differentiation is shown by the dot convention. The formula is the same as the rectangular one.
Boundary and corner conditions
It is important to eliminate the artifical boundary reflection in numerical modeling. There are some approaches which can be used such as absorbing boundary, damp boundary and perfectly match layer. However, we often need to simulate both of the synthetic shot gather and stack section by one modeling module . This means we must look for a boundary condition which can work well with point source and line source. But the angle included between the boundary and normal of wave front when the point source is loaded is different from the one when the line source is loaded. So we introduce a parameter to modulate the two conflictive cases. The boundary conditions are as follows: Eequation (2) is the left-going or right-going wave equation served as left side or right side boundary condition in the computational area . Equation (3) is upgoing wave or down-going wave equation and we take the down-going wave equation as the bottom boundary condition. Parameterθ is the angles included between the normal of wave front and x-axis and β is the angle included between the normal of wave front and z-axis. After boundary processing, few of researcher consider the corner condition in the past .But we find that the corner reflection can deteriorate the numerical record especially in the case of rugged surface. So we must solve this issue efficiently. By applying the coordinate transform to equation (2) and (3), we get the corner boundary as follows:
Where equation (4) , (5), (6) and (7) Finite element acoustic wave modeling
Examples
We first test our approach on a simple model and the source-load is at a middle point of surface (Figure 3) , The model is consist of two layers, The upper layer's velocity is 2000m/s and the other is 3000m/s, The dimension of rectangular element is 4m*4m, and the time sample is 1ms. Some sanpshots are shown here (Figure 4 ) to expose the generation and propagation of scattering waves related to the rugged surface. The shot gather interfered by scattering waves and multiples is shown in figure 5. Then, we test our approach on a model (figure 6) with loess near surface. the source point(SP) is located at the middle of surface though it is impossible in field survey to put the SP at this point. The model size is 4000m*4000m. The maximum elevation difference of the surface is about 1000m. the upper layer is loess and its maximum thick and interval velocity are 400m and 1800m/s respectively. The velocity of middle layer and base layer are 2500m/s and 4000m/s respectively. Finite element acoustic wave modeling
We can see strong scattering wave and multiple interference in the synthetic shot gather ( figure 7) and the wavefield snapshot at 1000ms (figure 8). 
Conclusion
(1)The hybrid element technique presented in this paper is practicable.
(2) The boundary and corner condition are work well when the rugged surface exit. (3) Numerical seismic modeling results show that the rugged surface can cause deterioration of siesmic data quality and the main noise are scattering wave and multiple.
